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Abstract—In this paper we address the problem of network
contention between the migration traffic and the Virtual Machine
(VM) application traffic for the live migration of co-located
Virtual Machines. When VMs are migrated with pre-copy, they
run at the source host during the migration. Therefore the
VM applications with predominantly outbound traffic contend
with the outgoing migration traffic at the source host. Similarly,
during post-copy migration, the VMs run at the destination
host. Therefore the VM applications with predominantly inbound traffic contend with the incoming migration traffic at the
destination host. Such contention increases the total migration
time of the VMs and degrades the performance of the VM
application. Here, we propose a traffic-sensitive live VM migration
technique to reduce the contention of migration traffic with the
VM application traffic. It uses a combination of pre-copy and
post-copy techniques for the migration of the co-located VMs
(those located on the same source host), instead of relying on
any single pre-determined technique for the migration of all the
VMs. We base the selection of migration techniques on the VMs’
network traffic profiles so that the direction of migration traffic
complements the direction of the most VM application traffic. We
have implemented a prototype of traffic-sensitive migration on
the KVM/QEMU platform. In the evaluation, we compare trafficsensitive migration against the approaches that use only pre-copy
or only post-copy for VM migration. We show that our approach
minimizes the network contention for migration, thus reducing
the total migration time and the application degradation.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Live migration of VMs is used in datacenters for quickly
eliminating the hot-spots [37], [17], [6], [33], to free up
resources to save power [9], [5], or to perform system maintenance. It can also be used to defragment a datacenter or to
obtain resources with specific properties, for example, specific
network topology critical for HPC applications [14], [15]. Precopy [7], [26] and post-copy [16], [18] are commonly used
live VM migration techniques. Pre-copy provides low service
downtime for the migration of VMs executing read-mostly
workloads. It is used as a default migration technique by
Xen [2], VMware [20], and KVM [25] hypervisors. Whereas,
post-copy is known for its low network overhead and allows
quick consolidation [17] or eviction [13] of VMs.
Live VM migration is a network intensive activity; it requires transfer of Gigabytes of VM memory state from the
source to the destination host over the network. When the
migrating VMs are running network-bound applications, the
applications’ traffic competes with the migration traffic for

the Network Interface Cards (NICs) at the source and the destination hosts. Such a contention prolongs the VM migration,
thus delaying the deprovisioning of resources occupied by the
VM at the source host. Furthermore, prolonged contention of
network flows also degrades the performance of the networkbound VM applications. When migrating VMs are part of a
group of collaborating VMs, degradation of any single VM
can result in the overall degradation of the application jointly
executed by these VMs.
In this paper, we address the problem of network contention
between the migration and VM application traffic for the VMs
executing network bound applications. The widely used 1
Gigabit NICs provide 1 Gbps bandwidth in each direction.
However, when the migration traffic and the VM application
traffic have the same direction, both network flows contend for
the available bandwidth. Whereas when the direction of the
flows is opposite, they do not compete with each other. Hence
the level of contention depends on the rate of VM traffic in
each direction and the direction of the migration traffic. In
pre-copy migration, the VMs run at the source host during
their migration; therefore the migration traffic contends with
the VMs that predominantly have outbound network flow. In
contrast, in post-copy, the VMs run at the destination host
during their migration; therefore the migration traffic contends
with the VMs that predominantly have inbound network flow.
A common approach to reduce the contention in pre-copy
is by having a limit on the VM’s total migration time or the
amount of data transferred. Pre-copy VM migration techniques
are hard coded with terminating conditions [26], [7]. When
pre-copy exceeds a pre-defined limit for total migration time or
transfers more than a pre-defined amount of data, its execution
is suspended at the source host, and its execution state is
transferred to the destination host. Even though this approach
reduces the network overhead of pre-copy, premature termination of pre-copy rounds can increase the VM’s downtime. Another approach to minimize the contention is to limit the rate
of transfer of the migration traffic. The lower rate of migration
traffic offers a larger share of the available bandwidth to the
VM application, thus reducing their degradation. However, this
increases the VM’s total migration time and is not suitable
when quick deprovisioning of resources is required.
In this paper we propose an approach called traffic-sensitive
live migration. In this approach, we reduce the network
contention for the simultaneous migration of VMs running
network-bound applications with predominantly unidirectional

traffic. VMs often have a skewed network traffic profile. That
is, the rate of their network traffic in one direction is greater
than the rate of traffic in the other direction. For instance,
when the VM is responding to a remote client, where the
response size is larger than the request size or when VM is
checkpointing an application state to remote storage.
In traffic-sensitive migration, we propose to use both precopy and post-copy live VM migration techniques. We select a
migration technique for each VM to reduce the contention at
the source and the destination host. The motivation behind
using two migration techniques is that pre-copy competes
with the outbound VM application traffic at the source host,
whereas post-copy competes with the inbound VM application
traffic at the destination host. Therefore we select one migration technique over the other depending on the network profile
of the application.
The key contributions of our work are as follows
• In traffic-sensitive migration, we present a mechanism to
calculate the network contention between the migration
and the VM application traffic. Our approach uses a
combination of pre-copy and post-copy for the migration
of co-located VMs to reduce the contention. We monitor
the network traffic on each host to generate a per-VM
network traffic profile. Then we weigh every combination
of pre-copy and post-copy for all the VMs and select the
one that yields the least traffic contention.
• We describe a prototype implementation of trafficsensitive migration on the KVM/QEMU [25] platform.
• We evaluate traffic-sensitive migration on an 18-node
cluster, each connected to a switch with a 1 Gbps Ethernet
interconnect. We compare the traffic-sensitive approach
against the traditional approach that uses only pre-copy
or only post-copy for migration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the background on traditional pre-copy and post-copy
techniques. Section III experimentally demonstrates how the
contention of migration traffic with the VM application traffic
increases the total migration time of VM and degrades the
application performance. Section IV describes the design of
traffic-sensitive migration. Section V describes its implementation on the KVM/QEMU platform. Section VI compares
the performance of the traffic-sensitive approach against precopy and post-copy. Section VII describes related research.
Section VIII presents our conclusions and the direction of our
future research.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe pre-copy and post-copy live VM
migration techniques and the effect of network contention on
them.
A. Pre-copy VM Migration
Live VM migration primarily involves transfer of VM’s
CPU, memory and I/O state from the source host to the
destination host. In pre-copy live VM migration the source
host transfers the VM’s memory state to the destination host

in iterations. The transfer is performed live; that is, while the
VM is still running at the source host. In the first iteration
the source host transfers the entire memory of the VM to
the destination, whereas in the subsequent iterations only the
pages that are modified by the running VM are transferred.
When the writable working set (WWS) of the VM has been
identified, the VM is suspended at the source host and its
CPU state, and WWS is transferred to the destination host.
The time during which the VM remains inactive is known as
downtime of the VM. The duration of the downtime depends
on the size of the WWS. The more aggressive a VM is in
dirtying its memory state, the longer it takes for pre-copy to
identify the VM’s WWS, which increases its total migration
time. Moreover, when faced with network contention, pre-copy
takes longer to converge on the VM’s WWS.
B. Post-copy VM Migration
In post-copy VM migration, VM is suspended immediately
upon beginning the migration. Its CPU state is transferred to
the destination host, while its memory state is still residing
at the source host. The VM now running at the destination
host, faults upon the pages that have not yet been received by
the destination host. The faulting pages are requested from the
source host. Simultaneously, the source host actively transfers
the remaining VM memory state to the destination host. The
downtime of post-copy is minimal since it transfers only the
VM’s execution state during the downtime. However, it takes
longer for VM to retrieve enough memory state from the
source host to become responsive. Since, post-copy transfers
each VM page over the network only once, it provides lower
total migration time than does pre-copy for write-intensive
applications. Again, however, the network contention with the
migration traffic increases the VM’s total migration time and
slows the retrieval of faulted pages from the source host, thus
degrading the performance of VM applications.
III. D EMONSTRATING THE P ROBLEM
In this section, we demonstrate the effect of network contention on the performance of migration and network-bound
VM application through an experiment. We deploy two VMs
on two hosts, each having 5 GB of memory and 2 vCPUs.
The hosts have 16GB of memory and 8 physical CPUs. First
VM executes a Netperf [3] client, which sends a TCP stream
to another VM running a Netperf server. We migrate both
VMs simultaneously while the test is in progress and measure
the effect of the migration on the performance of Netperf. We
compare the following configurations for the migration of both
VMs.
1) When both VMs are migrated simultaneously with precopy.
2) When both VMs are migrated simultaneously with postcopy.
For the migration of multiple VMs, the total migration time
is defined as the time from the start of their simultaneous
migration to the completion of the last migration. Table I
compares the total migration time and the amount of data

Total Migration Time (seconds)
Amount of Data Transferred (MB)
Netperf Performance (Mbps)

Pre-copy
79.2 (79.2, 47.2)
10280
690.47

Post-copy
92.1 (45.8, 92.1)
10277
660.05

Pre-copy Idle-VM
47.5
10270
-

Without Migration
940.1

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE FOR THE MIGRATION OF TWO VM S FROM TWO HOSTS WITH PRE - COPY AND POST- COPY. T HE INDIVIDUAL TOTAL
MIGRATION TIME FOR EACH VM IS INCLUDED IN THE PARENTHESES IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT : (VM1, VM2).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Netperf throughput for the migration of two VMs using pre-copy and post-copy. The first VM executes a Netperf client, and the
second VM executes a Netperf server.

transferred for the migration of two idle VMs with that of two
busy VMs running Netperf. When both VMs are migrated with
pre-copy, the migration traffic for the VM running the Netperf
client competes with the outgoing Netperf traffic. Therefore
the total migration time of the VM increases compared with
that of the other VM for which the direction of the Netperf
traffic complements the direction of the migration traffic.
Similarly, when both VMs are migrated with post-copy the
VM running the Netperf server has a higher total migration
time compared with that of the other VM because of the
incoming network traffic contention at the destination host.
Note that the performance of Netperf also suffers with precopy and post-copy by 27% and 30%, respectively, compared
with its performance without migration.
Because of the small writable working set of the VM, the
amount of data transferred with all three approaches is almost
equal. Since pre-copy re-transfers the dirtied VM pages, precopy transfers more data than post-copy. Figure 1 shows
the throughput of Netperf during VMs’ migration. When
we migrate both VMs with pre-copy, for the VM running
Netperf server, the direction of the Netperf traffic complements
the direction of the migration traffic. Therefore it completes
migration earlier (at the 57 seconds mark) than the VM
running the Netperf client. However, due to contention of
traffic for the VM running the Netperf client, the throughput
of Netperf remains low until it completes the migration. With
post-copy, the performance of Netperf drops to 150Mbps right
after starting the migration. During this time VM requests
its minimal working set from the source host to become
responsive. Once the VM becomes responsive its performance
recovers to about 500 Mbps; however it remains lower than
the maximum performance due to the contention of incoming
application traffic at the VM running the Netperf server with
the migration traffic.
The experiment demonstrates that the contention of the VM
application traffic with the migration traffic increases the total

migration time of the VMs and degrades the performance of
the network-bound VM application.
IV. D ESIGN
In this section, we present the design of the traffic-sensitive
migration; we present our approach for the selection of migration techniques for co-located VMs and we describe the
method to calculate the possible network contention at the
source and destination hosts.
We make the following assumptions in the design. First,
we address the network contention at the migration endpoints,
that is, the source and the destination hosts. The core network
switches also experience additional load during the migration.
Although traffic-sensitive migration relieves the load on the
core switches due to reduction in the amount of data transferred during migration, reducing the core network congestion
is not the primary focus of our work. Second, we use 1 Gbps
NICs that provide full bi-directional bandwidth. The 1 Gbps
NICs are widely used in datacenters [32], which often become
a bottleneck especially during network intensive operations,
such as VM migration. Even though our approach can benefit
high bandwidth interconnects, such as 10 GbE NICs currently
adopted in many datacenters, it is only a question of degree.
Third, our prototype considers the migration of VMs between
same source and destination hosts. In a datacenter environment, the VMs that communicate with each other [35], [23]
or complement each other’s services [37] are often hosted on
the same machine. Such VMs are migrated together between
the same source and destination hosts in order to preserve the
locality of VMs.
A. Selection of VM Migration Techniques for Co-located VMs
To calculate the network contention, we consider the rate
of outbound VM traffic at the source host and the rate of
inbound VM traffic at the destination host. The outgoing traffic
from all the VMs migrated by using pre-copy contends with
the migration at the source host whereas the incoming traffic

towards all the VMs migrated using post-copy contends with
the migration at the destination host. Since the performance
of migration depends upon the slower of the two endpoints,
the maximum of the traffic contending at the source and
the destination host decides the severity of contention. We
periodically measure the incoming and outgoing traffic for
each VM before the migration. The monitoring allows trafficsensitive migration to estimate the contending traffic during
the migration. Then we consider all the combinations of
pre-copy and post-copy for all the VMs migrating from the
same host, and we measure the possible contention with each
combination. The combination of migration techniques that
yields the lowest traffic contention is selected for migration.
For pre-copy migration, reduction in the network contention
at the source host allows it to quickly converge on its WWS,
which reduces the amount of data transferred during the
migration. The reduction in the network traffic also reduces
the load on datacenter switches during the migration.
When some of the co-located VMs are migrated by using
pre-copy while others by using post-copy, the traffic between
the co-located VMs can also contend with the migration traffic.
The VMs migrated with post-copy immediately switch their
execution state to the destination host. They communicate with
the VMs at the source host that are migrating with pre-copy.
When the traffic between them is in the same direction as
that of migration, it competes with the migration traffic. We
address this problem by accounting for the traffic from the
VMs migrated with pre-copy toward the VM migrated with
post-copy. Since this traffic is outgoing for the source host
and incoming for the destination host, we account it for both
the contention at the source and destination hosts.
B. Calculating the Network Contention
In this section we describe the model used by trafficsensitive migration to calculate the network traffic contention
for the migration of co-located VMs. We define the contending
traffic as any network traffic that competes with the migration
traffic for available bandwidth at the source or the destination
host. On a machine hosting VMs this traffic consists mainly
of incoming and outgoing traffic of the network-bound VM
application. VMs that cooperate and communicate with each
other to jointly provide a certain service, such as multi-tier
applications, often show a traffic pattern that persists for a
long time [19]. Even though the rate of the VM network
traffic may suddenly vary during the migration, such changes
may not be entirely predictable. Therefore our model uses the
profile of network traffic monitored just before the migration
in order to calculate the possible contention at the source and
the destination hosts.
To calculate the level of contention, we individually consider each source host and calculate the contention resulting
from all the VMs running on that host. We calculate the network contention by considering both pre-copy and post-copy
techniques for every VM on the same host. Figure 2 shows
the equations used for calculating the contention. Equation
(1) calculates the possible contention at the source host with a

given combination of migration techniques for all VMs from
the same host. The contention is calculated by adding rate of
all the outgoing traffic from the VMs migrated with pre-copy.
Similarly, Equation (2) gives the contention at the destination
host, which is calculated by adding the rate of incoming traffic
towards the VMs migrated with post-copy. Other background
outgoing traffic at the source and incoming traffic at the
destination is also accounted toward the contention at the
respective hosts. All the traffic from the VMs migrated precopy towards the VMs migrated with post-copy is added
in both the source and the destination contentions, whereas
all the traffic between two VMs migrating with pre-copy or
two VMs migrating with post-copy is disregarded. Then we
consider the maximum of the traffic at the source and the
destination as the contending traffic for a given combination.
The motivation behind considering the maximum of the two is
that the endpoint with the least available bandwidth becomes
a bottleneck for the migration and slows the migration, thus
delaying the deprovisioning of the resources at the source
host. Once the network contention for every combination of
migration techniques is calculated, the combination yielding
the least contention is selected for migration.
The time complexity of considering every combination of
pre-copy and post-copy for n number of co-located VMs is
O(2n ). Even though our current algorithm yields the best
combination for up to 20 VMs within 0.2 seconds, it may
not be suitable for large number of VMs. In such cases, we
can use an approach that considers only a limited number
of combinations and select the best among them that yields
the lowest contention. For instance, when n is large, for the
first n 20 VMs, we can select a VM migration technique
individually according to their predominant traffic direction,
whereas for the remaining 20 VMs, we can compare different
combinations of migration techniques to reduce the overall
contention. Various industry surveys, however, show that this
level of consolidation is not common. The average consolidation ratio in datacenters is around 6 VMs per host and rarely
exceeds 15 [34], [8].
C. Disk I/O Intensive VMs
Cloud providers allow customers to select the storage type
for their VM instances. The customers can choose local
storage, which does not require network access or they can
choose a shared storage connected with a dedicated highbandwidth interconnect to meet high I/O requirement. In such
cases, the migration traffic does not contend with the disk
I/O traffic. However, when the network card is shared by the
I/O traffic of the shared storage and the migration traffic,
the contention between them can also adversely impact the
performance of migration. Although here we focus on the
migration network intensive VMs, traffic-sensitive migration
can potentially be employed to reduce the contention between
disk I/O and migration traffic. In traffic-sensitive migration,
we can detect the inbound and outbound per-VM disk I/O
traffic rates and account them to select a migration technique
for each VM using the above approach.

Source Contention =

n
X

Rate of outgoing traffic in Mbps for V Mi , if migrated with pre-copy + Outgoing background traffic

(1)

i=1

Destination Contention =

n
X

Rate of incoming traffic in Mbps for V Mi , if migrated with post-copy + Incoming background traffic

(2)

i=1

Fig. 2.

Contending traffic = Max (Source contention, Destination contention)

(3)

Calculating the network contention using the network traffic information of the co-located VMs.

V. I MPLEMENTATION
Here we present the implementation of the traffic-sensitive
virtual cluster migration on the KVM/QEMU platform. Our
implementation consists of the following components.
1) Migration manager is responsible for performing the
VM migration. A migration manager at the source
host establishes a TCP connection with the migration
manager at the destination host and transfers the VM
state over the connection. It coordinates with the central
server to begin the migration.
2) Traffic monitoring module at the source host periodically
monitors the VM traffic with the help of iptables and
updates the central server.
3) Central server calculates the network contention and
selects a migration technique for each VM.
1) Migration Manager: On the KVM/QEMU platform each
VM is created as a user process. A part of process’s address
space is used as a physical memory for the VM. For the
migration of the VM, the KVM/QEMU process spawns a
thread, referred to as the migration manager. Since the migration manager is created by the KVM/QEMU process, it can
access the VM’s memory. During the migration, the migration
manager at the source host establishes a TCP connection
with the migration manager running at the destination host
and transfers the VM’s memory and execution state over the
connection. The KVM/QEMU provides a command console
to configure a migration technique for the VM.
Traffic-sensitive migration is implemented on the
KVM/QEMU platform. We use the pre-copy migration
provided in the code-base of the KVM/QEMU, whereas
we use the publicly available post-copy migration code
from Yabusame [18]. We modify the migration manager
to implement traffic-sensitive migration. In traffic-sensitive
migration, upon beginning the migration, the migration
manager establishes a TCP connection with the central server.
The central server instructs each VM to begin the migration
with the instructed migration technique; either pre-copy or
post-copy. The central server select a migration technique for
each VM depending on the selected combination of migration
techniques that yields the least contention.
2) Traffic Monitoring Module: Traffic monitoring module
monitors the traffic for the VMs configured by using a bridged
network. The bridged network allows all VMs to become a
part of the same subnet as the host and makes them appear
as normal hosts to the rest of the network. A bridge is a link
layer device that directs the traffic between networks based on
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the MAC addresses on the packets. Within a host, a software
bridge emulates the hardware bridge and allows the packets
to be directed to and from the VMs. The VMs are connected
to the bridge through network tap (TAP) devices, which act
as network channels and provide networking capability to the
VMs. The TAP devices receive networking packets from the
host network stack and pass them to the VMs. Figure 3 shows
how VMs communicate with the external network using TAP
devices.
We monitor the incoming and outgoing network traffic
passing through the TAP device. Every 3 seconds, the module
for each VM updates the central server with the rate of
incoming and outgoing traffic. Our evaluation indicates that
such periodic monitoring of network traffic has negligible
overhead and does not adversely impact VMs’ performance.
The traffic monitoring is performed at the source host for
all VMs using iptables. iptables is a program that allows the
system administrator to configure a firewall. It maintains a
tables of IP packet filter rules in the Linux kernel. Each table
consists of chains and each chain consists of a list of rules.
A rules defines an action to be performed on the packet that
matches the specified criteria. This action is referred to as the
target. For instance an action can be a jump to a different chain
in the same table or dropping the packet. When the packet
does not match, the next rule in the chain is considered. The
iptables rules continuously monitor the incoming and outgoing
packets from each VM.
Figure 4 shows the rules used for monitoring the traffic.
First two instructions create two chains, IN and OUT. The
third instruction defines a jump to the target chain OUT when
the outgoing packets directed from a TAP device (tap1) to the
NIC (eth0) are encountered. Similarly, the fourth instruction
defines a jump to the target IN when incoming packets (eth0
to tap1) are encountered. The instruction 5 shows an example
of a rule to monitor the traffic between co-located VMs (tap1

iptables -N IN

(1)

iptables -N OUT

(2)

iptables -I FORWARD -m physdev --physdev-in tap1 -m physdev --physdev-out eth0 -j OUT

(3)

iptables -I FORWARD -m physdev --physdev-in eth0 -m physdev --physdev-out tap1 -j IN

(4)

iptables -I FORWARD -m physdev --physdev-in tap1 -m physdev --physdev-out tap2 -j OUT

(5)

iptables -L -vnx

(6)

Fig. 4.

iptables rules used to capture the incoming and outgoing packet to and from the VMs.

to tap2). The chains, IN and OUT are empty, that is they
do not contain any rules. Therefore packets continue further
without any further filtering. The sixth instruction extracts the
information about the number of packets encountered. We use
this information to monitor the rate of incoming and outgoing
traffic for each VM.
To monitor the traffic, we use timer of the KVM/QEMU.
We register a timer handler routine, which is called every 3
seconds by the KVM/QEMU process. The handler extracts the
rate of incoming and outgoing traffic using iptables instructions described above and calculates an exponential moving
average. This average is sent to the central server over a TCP
connection.
3) Central Server: Figure 5 shows the communication
between the KVM/QEMU process, the migration manager
and the central server for traffic-sensitive migration of VMs.
The KVM/QEMU process on each source host establishes a
TCP connection with the central server to periodically update
it with the corresponding VM’s network traffic information.
The central server keeps track of the per VM information.
When the administrator initiates the migration of the VMs,
each VM’s migration manager establishes a TCP connection
with the central server and waits for the instruction from
the central server to begin the migration. The central server
uses the network traffic information to select the best possible
combination of migration techniques for each host to minimize
the network contention. With a given combination, each VM is
migrated either using pre-copy or post-copy migration. Then
the central server simultaneously instructs all the migration
managers to initiate the migration with a given migration
technique. The central server can run on any server running
VMs, and it need not be a dedicated server. The network
overhead of communication between the network monitoring
modules of VMs and the central server is negligible. The
central server receives only 18 bytes per-VM every 3 seconds.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section we present an evaluation of the trafficsensitive migration by comparing it against pre-copy only
and post-copy only approaches. Our testbed consists of hosts,
each equipped with 8 CPUs and 16 GB of physical memory.
Each host is connected to a top of the rack switch with a 1
Gbps Ethernet link. The VM images are stored using network
attached storage, thus their migration is not required.
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Fig. 5. Communication between central server and QEMU for traffic-sensitive
migration of a VM

A. Effect of Network Contention on the Migration of a Single
VM
In this section we evaluate the effect of the direction of
VM traffic on the total migration time and the performance
of the VM application by migrating a single VM. The VM
is configured with 5 GB of memory and 2 vCPUs. It executes a Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [4], a
benchmarking system to evaluate the performance of key-value
stores. The YCSB client running inside the VM queries a
REmote DIctionary Server (Redis) [28], an in-memory keyvalue store, running on an external host. We load the Redis
server with 5GB of dataset and submit read and insert queries
from the YCSB client. We migrate the VM while the test
is in progress, and we measure the total migration time and
the application’s performance over 1.5 million requests. We
use both pre-copy and post-copy techniques for migration and
compare their performance.
1) Read Operations: The read queries from the YCSB are
smaller in size compared to their response (request:response
== 1:29). Therefore VM experiences more incoming traffic
from the Redis server compared with the outgoing traffic
toward it. Figure 6 shows the total migration time for the
migration of the VM with an increasing rate of read queries.
For pre-copy migration, the migration traffic and the read
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Fig. 6. Comparison of total migration time for pre-copy and post-copy
migration of a 5 GB VM running a YCSB client. YCSB client queries an
external dataset with read requests.
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2) Insert Operations: Here we submit insert requests to
the Redis server from the YCSB client executing inside the
VM. For insert requests, the request size is higher than that
94
of the response. Therefore with pre-copy the migration traffic
Pre-copy
contends with the application traffic whereas with post-copy
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Post-copy
the direction of the migration traffic complements the direction
90
of the application traffic. Figure 8 shows the total migration
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time of the VM with an increasing rate of insert requests. It can
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be seen that the total migration time with post-copy remains
Fig. 7. Comparison of percent YCSB performance for pre-copy and postconstant whereas it increases with pre-copy. For 11000 insert
copy migration of a 5 GB VM running a YCSB client. YCSB client queries
requests/second the total migration time with pre-copy is 180%
an external dataset with read requests.
more than that with post-copy. Figure 9 shows the performance
of the application. With a lower rate of requests (less than
response traffic have opposite directions, and both flows can
9000 operations/second), the application performs worse with
use full available bandwidth in each direction. Therefore the
post-copy than with pre-copy. This is because with post-copy
total migration time remains constant for an increasing number
the VM executing at the destination host has to retrieve its
of requests. However, with post-copy, the migration traffic
pages from the source host on encountering a page fault.
contends with the read response traffic, and the total migration
The delay in retrieval of pages over the network degrades the
time of the VM increases. With 11000 read requests/second,
performance of the VM application. However, as the rate of
the total migration time is 75% higher than that with pre-copy.
requests increases the performance of YCSB degrades quickly
Figure 7 shows the corresponding performance of YCSB in
with pre-copy, whereas post-copy yields better performance.
terms of the percentage of the target rate of requests. With
These results demonstrate that a VM migration technique
increasing rate of requests, the performance of YCSB dethat contends with the VM application traffic not only decreases with both pre-copy and post-copy. But the degradation
grades the application performance but also increases the total
is higher with post-copy. For 11000 requests/second, it can
migration time of the VM. On the other hand, selecting a
deliver only 91% of the performance.
migration technique so that the direction of the application
traffic complements the direction of the migration traffic,
140
reduces the contention and yields a lower total migration time
Pre-copy
and application degradation.
120
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Post-copy
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Fig. 8. Comparison of total migration time for pre-copy and post-copy
migration of a 5 GB VM running a YCSB client. YCSB client queries an
external dataset with insert requests.

Recall that in Section III we demonstrated the effect of
network contention on the performance of migration and
the VMs running network-bound application. In this section
we show that traffic-sensitive migration reduces the network
contention for the migration of multiple communicating VMs
by selecting a VM migration technique according to each
VM’s traffic profile. This reduces the total migration time of
the VMs and the adverse impact of migration on the VM
applications. We use the same setup; that is, we migrate two
5 GB VMs from the two source hosts to the two destination
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Fig. 10. Throughput of Netperf during the migration of two communicating VMs executing Netperf client and server with pre-copy, post-copy and trafficsensitive migration.

hosts. The first VM executes a Netperf client while the second
VM runs a Netperf server. We migrate both VMs while
the TCP stream test is in progress with pre-copy and postcopy. The traffic-sensitive migration selects pre-copy for the
Netperf server with incoming traffic and selects post-copy
for the Netperf client with outgoing traffic. We compare the
total migration time and the amount of data transferred with
traffic-sensitive migration with those of pre-copy and postcopy. As we observed in Section III, with pre-copy and postcopy the outgoing and incoming Netperf traffic contends with
the migration traffic, respectively. Therefore for the VM with
same direction of traffic as the migration, the total migration
increases. In contrast, with traffic-sensitive migration, selection
of a migration technique for each VM always complements the
direction of its application traffic and therefore has the lowest
total migration time.
Figure 10 shows the throughput of Netperf during VMs’
migration. When we migrate both VMs with pre-copy or
post-copy, the performance of Netperf degrades during the
migration due to the network contention. With traffic-sensitive
migration the throughput of Netperf degrades at the beginning
of the migration due to transfer of the second VM’s (running
Netperf server) CPU context to the destination. However performance recovers quickly as the VM retrieves its working set
from the source host. Also note that without traffic contention,
the VM becomes responsive sooner than with post-copy. Then
onwards the Netperf client and server can communicate with
each other at maximum throughput through the migration.
At 55 seconds the first VM (running the Netperf client)
experiences a downtime phase leading to slight degradation
before recovering again to the maximum performance.
Table II compares the performance of migration and application with all three techniques. On average Netperf shows
5% throughput degradation with our approach as opposed to
27% and 30% with pre-copy and post-copy, respectively. Also
the total migration time with traffic-sensitive migration time
is 42% and 49% lower than with pre-copy and post-copy
respectively.

C. Migration of Multiple VMs from Multiple Hosts
In this section we migrate 16 VMs from 8 hosts, i.e. 2 VMs
per host. Each VM is configured with 2 GB of memory and 2
vCPUs. We run Redis servers in 12 VMs each containing a 1.5
GB in-memory dataset. The remaining 4 VMs run the YCSB
client to query the dataset, each querying 6 VMs. The queries
include read, insert, and update operations. Therefore each VM
has a predominant incoming or outgoing network flow. The
setup represents a scenario when the VMs that communicate
and co-operate to jointly provide certain service are migrated
simultaneously.
With pre-copy and post-copy, we migrate all 16 VMs
using respective migration technique, whereas with trafficsensitive migration the migration technique for each VM is
selected based on its traffic profile. We simultaneously migrate
all 16 VMs while the test is in progress using pre-copy,
post-copy, and traffic-sensitive migration. Table III shows the
performance of the migration.
1) Total Migration Time: The total migration time of a
VM depends upon the amount of data transferred and the
available bandwidth. The total migration time for the migration
of multiple VMs is the time measured from the start of the
migration of the first VM to the end of the migration of the
last VM. Whereas the average migration time is the average
of individual total migration times calculated over all the
migrating VMs. When all VMs are migrated with pre-copy the
total migration time of VMs increases due to retransmission
of dirtied pages and contention of the migration traffic with
the outgoing VM traffic. When all the VMs are migrated with
post-copy the average and total migration times increase due
to contention of the incoming VM traffic with the migration
traffic. The increase in the total migration time with post-copy
is in spite of transferring each VM page only once. In contrast,
traffic-sensitive VM migration technique reduces the traffic
contention by selecting a suitable migration technique for each
VM. Thus, it has the lowest average and total migration times
among the three techniques.
2) Amount of Data Transferred: Table III shows the aggregate amount of data transferred for the migration of 16
VMs. It can be observed that pre-copy transfers more data
than other two techniques. As noted previously, with pre-

Total Migration Time (seconds)
Amount of Data Transferred (MB)
Netperf Performance (Mbps)

Pre-copy
79.1
10280
690.47

Post-copy
92.1
10277
660.05

Traffic-sensitive Migration
48.2
10278
894.65

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF MIGRATION WHEN THE COMBINATION OF PRE - COPY AND POST- COPY IS USED IN TRAFFIC - SENSITIVE
MIGRATION AGAINST THE PERFORMANCE OF PRE - COPY AND POST- COPY.
Average Migration Time (seconds)
Total Migration Time (seconds)
Amount of Data Transferred (GB)
YCSB Performance (Operations / second)

Without Migration
4802

Pre-copy
50.56
74.5
50.90
3875

Post-copy
60.48
139
30.18
4161

Traffic-sensitive Migration
37.79
57.75
34.07
4126

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE MIGRATION OF VM S FROM 8 HOSTS , WITH 2 VM S PER HOST. O UT OF 16 VM S , 4 VM S RUN YCSB CLIENTS
WHEREAS 8 VM S RUN THE R EDIS SERVERS .

copy the traffic contention increases the total migration time
and more pages are dirtied. Therefore it transfers significantly
more data than post-copy. In contrast, post-copy transfers
each VM page only once, therefore it has the lowest amount
of data transferred. With traffic-sensitive migration, the VMs
migrated with pre-copy face less network traffic contention
than with the pre-copy (for all VMs) approach. Therefore
VMs can quickly converge on their WWS. Therefore trafficsensitive migration only slightly increases the amount of data
transferred as compared to post-copy.
3) Application Degradation: We measure the performance
of the application by calculating the average performance of
all the YCSB workload clients. The application performs the
best with post-copy among the three techniques. Post-copy
transfers the lowest amount of data; therefore the application
suffers the least. With pre-copy, the retransmission of dirtied
pages adversely impacts the performance of the migration,
yielding the lowest performance. Traffic-sensitive migration
performs slightly worse than post-copy since more data is
transferred for the migration. However, due to significant
reduction in the amount of data transferred the application
performs notably better than with pre-copy.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
In this section we review the literature that optimize the
migration of a single VM or multiple VMs by reducing the
network overhead.
Post-copy [16], [18] transfers each VM pages only once
over the network, thus reducing the total migration time and
network traffic overhead for write-intensive VM applications
compared with pre-copy [7], [26]. Content-optimizations such
as compression [21], deduplication [40], [36], and differential
compression [31] are used to reduce the amount of data
transferred for VM migration. Jo et al. [22] avoid the transfer
of VM memory pages that are identical to the disk blocks
from network attached storage. Shrinker [30], [29], Gang
Migration [11], [10], [12] optimize live migration of multiple
VMs over datacenter and wide area networks. The above
approaches reduce the network traffic for live VM migration
and hence reduce the network contention. However, they rely
on a single VM migration technique, which may not be
best suited for a given VM traffic profile. Moreover, since

traffic-sensitive migration uses both pre-copy and post-copy,
any content optimization for these migration techniques is
orthogonal to the approach and may further reduce the network
contention.
VMFlock [24] performs non-live migration of VM images
over wide area networks. Redundancy-aware virtual disk mobility [27] also migrates VM images between datacenters. It
uses a peer-to-peer approach to gather the identical VM image
blocks from multiple data centers. Adaptive live migration over
WAN [39], presents a fractional hybrid pre-copy approach for
memory and storage over WAN. It transfers only a fraction of
the memory and storage during the pre-copy phase whereas
the remaining state is demand-paged. The fraction is adjusted
to quickly restore the migrating VM’s performance back to its
original level. The above approaches focus on the migration of
VMs over WAN, where migration of storage is a main concern.
For intra-datacenter migration of VMs over LAN often the
storage is shared between the source and the destination hosts.
VCT [1] performs synchronized migration of a HPC virtual clusters running data-driven applications by reducing the
amount of data transferred for their migration using compression. However, the main focus of this work is non-live migration of VMs and their disk images, when the VM memory and
disk states are suspended to a file and resumed at a later time.
Ye et al. [38] perform live migration of virtual clusters. They
compare the performance of different migration strategies for
virtual cluster, including concurrent, sequential, unidirectional,
bi-directional migration of virtual clusters. However, they do
not focus on the contention of migration and VM application
traffic. Further, they only consider the simultaneous migration
of VMs using pre-copy. In contrast, our work employs both
pre-copy and post-copy migration to minimize the mutual
adverse impact of VM application traffic and migration traffic.
To the best of our knowledge traffic-sensitive migration is
the first approach to take into account the traffic direction
of the VM applications in order to to reduce the network
contention for the migration of co-located VMs.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented a traffic-sensitive approach
for migration of co-located VMs that predominantly have

unidirectional network traffic. Our approach reduces the contention of VM application traffic with the migration traffic by
selecting a suitable migration technique for each VM. The
selection is based on each VM’s network traffic profile. We
have implemented a prototype of traffic-sensitive migration
in the KVM/QEMU environment. We demonstrate through
evaluation that by reducing the network traffic contention
for migration, traffic-sensitive migration reduces the total
migration time of VMs and minimizes the adverse impact of
migration on the performance of the VM application.
We plan to extend the traffic-sensitive migration in the
following way. Currently, traffic-sensitive migration addresses
the problem of the migration of VMs from the same source
host to the same destination host. In the future, we plan to
extend traffic-sensitive migration for migration of VMs from
the same source host to different destination hosts. Second,
we plan to account for the traffic at the destination hosts to
select a suitable destination host for each VM to minimize the
network contention.
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